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Roder

* Abstract

This paper examines the role of elaborations in learning a* procedural skill (viz, using

a personal computer) from an instructional text. Experiment 1 compared two sources of

* elaborations: those provided by the author and those generated by learners while

reading. In the latter condition, subjects were given advance information about the tasks

they were to perform so that they would generate more specific, task-related elaborations

*while reading. Each source of elaborations facilitated skill performance. This result

contrasts with past experiments testing declarative knowledge in which author-provided

*elaborations were found to hurt performance. In Experiment 2. the author-provided

elaborations were classified into those illustrating the syntax of the operating system

commands and those explaining basic concepts and their applicability. Syntax

elaborations produced significant facilitation for experienced and novice computer users.

Concept elaborations produced no reliable improvement.
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An important question to both memory theorists and pedagogists is what variables will

, improve the learning and retention of written 'information. One such variable that has

been the topic of considerable speculation and research is the effect of elaborations

(Anderson & Reder. 1979: Reder. 1976: Reder. 1979: Weinstein. 1978: Mandl &

Ballstaedt, 1981: Mandl. Schnotz & Tergan. 1984: Bransford. 1979: Chiesi. Spilich &

Voss. 1979: Craik & Tulving. 1975: Reder. in press). In the view of most researchers.

there are several reasons why elaborations should help subjects learn and remember the

main ideas of a text. Elaborations provide multiple retrieval routes to the essential

. information by creating more connections to the learner's prior knowledge. If one set of

* connections is forgotten. it may be possible to retrieve the desired information another

way. Further, if the learner forgets an important point, it may be possible to reconstruct

*. it from the information that is still available.

Elaborations can arise from two distinct sources: first, the text itself can contain

elaborations of the main ideas and second. the reader can generate them independently

while reading. We use the same term for both types because we define elaborations as

any information that supports. clarifies, or further specifies the main points of a text.

Elaborations can take many forms including examples. details. analogies. restatements or

deductions. There are merits and drawbacks to both the elaborations generated by the

reader and to those provided by the author. Elaborations provided by the author of the

text may be more accurate than those the reader can come up with. since the author is

presumably more knowledgeable about the topic. On the other hand. the reader's own

elaborations are likely to be more relevant to his or her immediate purpose for reading.

There has been ample research supporting the idea that reader-generated

elaborations facilitate retention This support comes from experiments where subjects

have additional knowledge that allows them to generate more elaborations than other
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subjects. Some experiments contrast subjects with a lot of domain-relevant knowledge

(for example, about baseball), to those with little relevant knowledge (e.g.. Chiesi Spilich

& Voss. 1979: Arkes & Freedman, 1984). Other experiments provide some of the

subjects with additional information that is relevant to a passage to be read (e.g.,

Bower, Black & Turner. 1979; Sulin & Dooling, 1974: Brown. Smiley. Day & Townsend,

1977). In all cases, subjects who were able to bring to bear more relevant knowledge

were more likely to intrude not-presented but relevant information and were also more

likely to false-alarm to plausible inferences based on this additional information.

Therefore. it is reasonable to conclude that these subjects are in fact elaborating on the

presented material with their relevant prior knowledge.' More important from our

perspective, these subjects also show significantly better retention of the gist of the

material and better understanding of it (Anderson & Pichert. 1977: Arkes & Freedman,

1984: Bartlett. 1932: Bower. 1976. Brown et a. 1977: Dooling & Cristiaansen. 1977;

Owens & Bower, 1977: Schallert. 1978: Weinstein. 1978).

. Although reader-generated elaborations have been found to facilitate retention, the

evidence concerning author-provided elaborations indicates that they do not provide

similar benefits. Author-provided elaborations may in fact impair retention of the central

ideas. as compared to studying these ideas in isolation. In ten separate studies. Reder

and Anderson (1982. 1980) found that students who read fully elaborated chapters taken

verbatim from standard college textbooks consistently performed worse than students who

read chapter summaries that were one-fifth as long. The advantage for the summaries

(which appeared in both reaction time and percentage correct measures). held up at a

variety of retention intervals (ranging from 20 minutes up to one year), and it held for

various tests of declarative memory, including forced-choice verification, short answer, and

* free recall (Allwood. Wikstrom & Reder. 1982). Performance was better even on new

- ..'.. % N" % * %"
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material when previous. related material had been studied in summary form. The

advantage for summaries was also found under a variety of study conditions. In the

inital experiments, a fixed study time was imposed on subjects in bath text conditions.

However, Reder (1982) also found an advantage for summaries in a non-laboratory

setting in which subjects studied the materials at home at their own pace. Furthermore.

Reder and Anderson (1982) equated reading time for each presented sentence in both

* conditions. That is. the main points were presented for equal amounts of time in

isolation on a computer screen. with subjects in the elaborated condition taking

* additional time to study elaborations after each main idea. Performance in the summary

condition was again superior.2

Not all research on author-provided elaborations has found that elaborations impair

learning. However, the conditions under which such elaborations benefit the learner tend

to be rather specialized.

*~ Stein and Bransford (1979) studied subjects' recall of an adjective cued by
the sentence frame within which it had been studied. The elaborations in
these cases were additional phrases or clauses that increases the importance
of the adjective to the plausibility of the sentence.

* Mandl. Schnotz and Tergan (1984) found that elaborated texts facilitated
recall and comprehension. but only when the reader was very knowledgeable
in the topic area: otherwise elaborated texts produced worse performance
than unelaborated ones.

e Rothkopf and Billington (1983) found that elaborated passages were
* sometimes superior to unelaborated passages. but only when they were mixed

into the same texts; when one text was uniformly elaborated and another was
summarized, the summarized version produced better retention of the central
points.

e Bradshaw and Anderson (1982) attempted to devise especially related
elaborations that would facilitate recall of an entire sentence (cued by the
sentence subject). For a fixed amount of study time, the best they Could do
was to get equivalent learning performance in the elaborated condition and in

-, the isolated (unelaborated) condition.

* Overall, the pervasive finding seems to be that. especially with a fixed study time.
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people learn facts best when they study those facts without reading elaborations. Yet,

* the finding that author-provided elaborations are often ineffectual and sometimes even

detrimental to learning is a serious and curious charge. rhe implications for textbook

production would be grave if one actually believed the result. One factor that we

believe is crucial to the effectiveness of the elaborations found in instructional texts is

the kind of learning that is expected to take place. Indeed, educators and laymen alike

will often assert that it is much less important to know a set of facts than to know how

to use these facts. A similar distinction between fact learning and skill learning has

received considerable attention in recent years in the cognitive science literature under

the label of declarative versus procedural learning (e.g., Anderson. 1980: Posner. 1973:

Shiffrin & Schneider. 1977). Below, we briefly contrast the nature of each kind of

learning and explain why we expect author-provided elaborations to play a different role

in each.

Why do author-provided elaborations impede fact learning?

There are several characteristics of tests of factual knowledge that may lead a

person to perform better after studying a summary than a full. elaborated text. First.

tests which ask subjects to recall or recognize studied statements require retrieval of

*specific facts learned at a particular time. The stronger the trace the more likely that it

will be retrieved at test. A proposition or fact is strengthened in memory to the extent

that the subject devotes more attention to it. Studying summaries facilitates performance

on tests of factual knowledge. because it allows the reader to devote full attention to

the essential facts, exactly those that must be retrieved at test. In other words.

studying elaborated texts impedes learning the main points of the text because reading

the elaborations reduces the amount of time subjects can devote to the main points.

This Total Time Law is a well established verbal learning phenomenon (e.g.. Bugelski,

1962: Cooper & Pantle. 1967).
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The Total Time Law cannot completely explain the advantage of the unelaborated

versions. however. When study time was equated for main points but one condition also

*" gave additional time to study related facts after each main idea. performance was still

* significantly worse with the additional facts (Reder & Anderson. 1982). An obvious

explanation for the result is that elaborations can also interfere. Interference differs from

the Total Time explanation in that it affects retrieval rather than encoding. There is

"" ample evidence for the existence of retrieval interference on both recall (e.g.. Postman.

1971: Postman & Stark. 1969) and on response times to verification (e.g.. Anderson.

1974: Reder & Anderson. 1980).

Another reason that elaborations do not help performance in factual tests is that

there is little uncertainty in the testing Situation about how to apply the knowledge. In a

recognition or a recall test. it is usually clear what information is needed, when or why

to retrieve it and what to do with it once it is retrieved. The information found in an

elaboration is seldom called on in such tests and therefore only distracts the reader,

when his or her time would be better spent studying the targeted facts themselves. 3

Why might author-provided elaborations facilitate skill learning?

Our conjecture is that tests of fact learning place specific demands on the retrieval

processes and that studying summaries focusses subjects' attention in just the right

places to produce the best performance. This analysis suggests that author-provided

elaborations can facilitate performance if the tests no longer place such a high premium

on retrieving just the main points. When subjects must "use" the information in the

sense of determining appropriate contexts and methods of application. then we expect

the benefit of the additional information for performing the tasks to outweigh the liability

of having less study time for the main points and additional retrieval competition.

- ,* " " B ° . . " " - "* -
°
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Our studies deal with a task that involves the acquisition of a cognitive skill (namely.

* learning to manipulate files and directories on a personal computer), in which a small

set of basic procedures can be applied to a variety of novel situations. Good skill

performance on a novel task requires three things: (1) Appreciating the meaning of

concepts novel to the new skill domain. For example, in learning to use an IBM

Personal Computer. one might be introduced for the first time to function keys that allow

- the user to re-execute a command that was already issued. without retyping it.(2

Remembering and comparing procedures to select the most appropriate one for the

*situation at hand. "Knowing" at some level that such a function key exists does not

mean that the user will remember to use the function key rather than retyping the

command. (3) Remembering the exact syntactic form for the procedure and how to apply

it in a specific situation. A user might remember tha! the typing step could be saved

* by using the special key but be uncertain as to which of the ten function keys pe3rformrs

that function and exactly how to apply it. e.g., must a carriage return be issued

* afterwards. or an escape key?

Elaborations in the text may touch on any of these topics: the basic concepts, when

* they are relevant and how one applies them. For example. when the goal of a task

- does not exactly match the function of any known procedure, a subject with deeper

understanding of the function of each individual procedure may more easily construct an

effective combination. Elaborations about what conditions affect the usefulness of a

procedure can help subjects plan out more efficient sequences of actions. Finally.

supplementing a general syntactic rule for a computer command with specific examples

can help subjects set more specific standards for what their own commands must look

like.

Elaborations seem most important for learning to select and execute procedures

I-
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correctly. There is some experimental evidence that examples facilitate the selection and

execution of procedures in other skill learning situations. Ross (1984) found that subjects

choose between equivalent computer text-editing procedures on the basis of the

superficial similarity between the nominal situation at test and the situation evoked in

instructional examples. Pepper (1981) too found that students attend closely to

*examples. Those who read a carefully written computer programming chapter that

* included numerous examples not omily rated it more highly than comparable chapters

without examples, but also answered more programming problems correctly than students

who read the other chapters.

In Experiment 1. we cross the availability of two sources of elaboration on skill

performance: whether or not elaborations are present in the instructional manual and

whether or not readers receive information about the tasks before they read the manual.

Providing prior knowledge of the test material has been explored extensively in tests of

*declarative memory. (See R.C. Anderson & Biddle, 1975; Reder, 1982, in press:. and

*Rickards, 1979 for reviews.) Readers perform better on tests of factual knowledge when

they are given the questions prior to studying the material. however, if they are given

* prior knowledge of only some of the questions. they perform poorly on the unexpected

test questions. In a skill learning domain such as this. we expect prior knowledge of

the task again to facilitate performance by focussing the reader's attention and

stimulating the generation of task specific elaborations.

- In the fact learning literature, there is evidence that a subject s own elaborations are

* better retained than those provided by the experimenter (e g.- Bobrow & Bower. 1969:

Rohwer & Ammon. 1971. Rohwer, Lynch. Levin & Suzuki. 1967. Rohwer. Lynch. Suzuki &

Levin. 1967). Nonetheless. we suspect that in a Skill-learning domain, reader -generated

elaborations will be less reliable than those the author can provide. Thus. while we

-p.
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* expect reader-generated elaborations to improve subjects' performance relative to having

no source of elaborations available at all. it is unclear how they will compare to author-

provided elaborations and how they will interact.

Experiment 1
In this experiment. subjects were asked to read one of two versions of a user's

*manual for the IBM Personal Computer (IBM-PC). We then measured their facility at

* using the computer without the manual. to perform a specific set of tasks.

Method

Design

The experiment used a 2x2 between -su bj ects factorial design. where the first variable

manipulated whether the document contained elaborations or not, and the second varied

whether subjects read the task instructions prior to studying the document or not.

Subjects were randomly assigned to conditions, with the constraint that they be evenly

divided among the four conditions. Although we noted how much previous computer

* experience our subjects had. we did not control for this variable in assignment to

conditions, except for ensuring that no subject had ever worked on a microcomputer.

Rather, we used prior experience as a covariate in our data analyses.

This experiment actually contains two experiments, the second a virtual replication of

*the first. Any differences in materials or procedures will be noted. as will the rationale

for any modifications in the replication.

Materials

Two versions of a user's manual were developed for teaching novices to use the
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Disk Operating System (DOS) on an IBM-PC. Both versions were constructed by

modifying portions of the official IBM (1983) documentation. The same basic information

was presented in both versions: they differed only in the degree of elaboration of

concepts and procedures for using the described commands. The manuals were divided

into two sections. The first section discussed concepts underlying the IBM-PC and its

operating system such as disk drives, directories and subdirectories, and the use of

wildcard characters. This section laid the groundwork for the specific commands

discussed in the second section. since the command syntax requires the "location" of

an object (such as a file or a directory) to be specified in terms of a disk drive and a

path through a hierarchy of directories and subdirectories. The second section of the

documentation introduced eleven DOS commands (a complete list is provided in Appendix

1). The manual described what each command does. what parameters must be

specified when it is issued. any optional parameters. and any other special information.

such as how the computer interprets wildcards in the context of that command.

The unelaborated version of the document was constructed by deleting portions of

the elaborated manual. such as examples, analogies. metastatements. and definitions

SAppendix 2 shows corresponding samples of the elaborated and unelaborated manuals

for each of these types of elaboration. None of the elaborations contained any new

information necessary to completing the t.riterion tasks. The elaborated version contained

more than twice as many words as the unelaborated version. (In the first run of the

experiment, the elaborated version contained 11.216 words and the unelaborated 5.011.

in the replication experiment, the manuals were trimmed to 10.605 and 3.542 words.

respectively.)

.2
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Apparatus

Two IBM Personal Computers. each with two disk drives, were connected by a cable

between their serial ports. Software was developed to record the subject's interactions

with the computer. While the subject issued commands at one IBM-PC. the commands

and the computer's responses were echoed across the cable and recorded (with a

* timestamp) in a file on the second IBM-PC, which was screened from the subject's view

by a room-divider.

Subjects

Eighty-eight members of the Carnegie-Mellon University community (students. faculty,

and staff members) participated in the experiment, 45 in the first replication, and 43 in

the second. All subjects were occasional-to-frequent users of C-MU's DEC-20 computer

system, running the TOPS operating system (a system which does not support

subdirectories). No subject had previously worked on a micro-computer. Three subjects

were non-native speakers of English. but fluent enough to completely understand the

documentation. Subjects received either money or class participation credit or a

combination of the two. (in the replication, only subjects who had taken no more than

one computer programming course were allowed to participate. Initially we paid

$400/hour for participatio;t but lowered our rate to $3 00/hour for the replication.)

Procedure

Experimental sessions consisted of a reading period followed by a task performance

period At the outset of the reading period half the subjects (the "Before" group) were

given printed instructions describing the criterion tasks which they read before reading a

version of the manual The other subjects (the "After" group) did not see these

q----------- I. II I- ...
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instructions until just before they performed the tasks. Within the Before and After

groups. half the subjects read the elaborated manual and half the unelaborated version.

All subjects were told to review the important points as often as time permitted. since

the manual would not be available while they performed the tasks. Subjects studied the

manual while seated in front of the IBM-PC. They were told to examine the keys

referred to in the documentation. but not to issue any commands. touch the machine or

take notes. When the reading period was over. the experimenter returned to remove the

manual and begin the task performance phase,

Below are the task instructions used in the replication.

These tasks will allow you to practice using the concepts you learned from
the manual. You may work on these tasks in any order. Continue working
until you are satisfied that you have completed the tasks to the best of your
abilities. We want you. however, to work as efficiently as possible.

Task 1. Before you, in drive A. is a diskette containing a number of files.
Some of these files have the word "PART" in their names, such as file
"PART.1." We want you to change the names of these files. The new name
that you should give each file appears as the first line of that file. So. inspect
the contents of each file that now has "PART" in its name and give the file
the name that you find on the first line of the file.

Task 2. Four of the files on the diskette have the word "DATA" in their
names. and the abbreviation of a month in their extension. such as DATA.MAR.
We want you to create a fifth data file named ALLDATA.83 that contains the
contents of the other four data files appended together. Within ALLDATA.83.
the files should appear in "chronological" order: that is. the contents of
DATA.MAR should precede the contents of DATA.JUN because Nvfarch is earlier
in the year than June.

Task 3. Next, you should create two subdirectories, on the diskette in drive
B. One subdirectory is to be named PROGRAMS and the other named DATA.
Move all the files that have the word "Program" in their names from drive A
into the PROGRAMS directory on drive B And. similarly, move the "Data" files
(including ALLDATA.83 from Task 2. if you have already created it). into the
DATA directory. You do not want any Program or Data files to remain on the
diskette in drive A.

Task 4 Finally, you should eliminate the SOURCE directory and everything it
contains from the root directory of the diskette in drive A. The root directory on
drive A should now contain only a list of files.
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Your task is complete!

Even though the computer recorded all inmeractions with the subject, the experimenter

was present to determine if the subject had arrived at an impasse, i.e., could not

*complete part or all of the current task. Either the, subject gave up or was stopped

after approximately 10 minutes of fruitless effort. At this point, the experimenter replaced

the diskette the subject was working on with a prepared diskette on which thp

*procedures for that part of the task had already been completed. In this way, the

subject could proceed to the next part of the task as if he or she had actually

*completed the problematic part. Subjects were not allowed to ask questions, unless the

question was of a superficial nature. e.g.. which key was the carriage return (this was

not immediately obvious on the IBM-PC keyboard). The entire experiment took

* approximately 1.5 hours.

A few differences in procedure between the two replications are worth noting:

*The first 40 subjects were given a fixed 45 minutes to study the manual: the
second group of subjects were given up to 60 minutes. but were permitted
to stop sooner if they wanted to (study times were collected). In both cases.
subjects were told when half the (maximum) study time had elapsed. We
gave a variable reading time in the replication because we felt that subjects
in some conditions did not have enough time to study the manual when
given only 45 minutes.

e In the replication, subjects in the Before group were allowed to keep the
task instructions while reading the manual. Initially. the Before group gave
back the instructions after reading them once. and saw them for the second
time when the task performance phase started (i.e.. when subjects in the
After group first received them). Allowing the subjects to keep the
instructions was intended to eliminate the additional memory load of the task
instructions while the subjects read the manual and to minimize the possibility
of mis-remembering the tasks while studying the manual.

o The task requirements in the replication differed from those used for the first
version of the experiment in three ways. First. Task 2 was added in the
replication to provide broader coverage of the commands in the manual.
Second. Tasks 1 and 3 were made less repetitive (e.g.. subjects renamed 6
files in the replication as opposed to 15 files). Finally, Task 4 was modified
to force subjects to draw more on what they learned about subdirectories.
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Subjects were now forced to specify paths to deeply embedded subdirectories
in their commands or change the default directory in order to successfully
complete the task.

Results

The data of eight subjects were discarded (leaving exactly 40 per replication), five

* due to computer failure, two because they were so inexperienced with computers that

they refused to continue the experiment shortly after beginning the criterion task. and

- one because his protocol revealed that he had worked on the tasks for several minutes

* during the study period.

In the replication, subjects were allowed to Study the manual for up to one hour

*(rather than for a fixed 45 minutes). The mean reading time was 49 minutes for the

Elaborated-Before condition. 48 minutes for Elaborated-After. 45 minutes for Unelaborated-

* Before and 40 minutes for the Unelaborated-After condition. The differences in reading

* time as a function of condition were not significant: however. 600/a of the subjects in the

* Elaborated-Before condition studied the manual for over 50 minutes while only 10% in

the Unela borated -After condition did so.

In the analyses reported below, we always included the factor of "replication." There

* were no significant effects due to replication for any of the dependent measures. nor

any significant interactions of replication with any of the factors. Therefore in our

* discussion of the results we will ignore the replication factor.

Scoring. The protocol of a subject's interactions with the computer were stored in a

*file which was subsequently analyzed by means of a computer program. The program

allowed the experimenter to partition the protocols according to which task the subject

was working on. The program counted commands and calculated time intervals, both

* within and across task "partitions." e.g., how often a subject issued the "TYPE"
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command while working on Task I. The partitioning of the protocols was carried out

independently by two judges for a random subset of the data. The agreement between

the judges was quite high (r..98): any disagreements were resolved to mutual

satisfaction.

There are many conceivable measures of performance. Rather than attempting to

report them all (consult Reder, Charney & Morgan 1984 for a more thorough summary),

we have selected a few representative measures: percentage of tasks completed, time

spent on task. number of commands issued to perform the tasks, and performance

"efficiency" for completed tasks only. Efficiency was defined as performance relative to

the minimum number of commands required. These measures are presented in Table 1

as a function of whether each source of elaborations was available.

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

A consistent pattern emerges with all measures of performance. although some more

strongly than others. Performance is better if subjects have an elaborated representation

of the material: however, one source of elaboration is sufficient and it does not matter

whether it is author-provided or subject-generated. Another way to put this is that the

unelaborated manual in the situation where subjects did not have prior knowledge of the

task produced the worst performance by all measures.

The performance measure producing the smallest effect was the proportion of tasks

completed correctly, displayed in the top row of Table 1. Each task was scored

individually for a subject. with partial credit awarded for getting any part of a task

correct. These data represent the mean scores over all tasks attempted. There are no
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"" significant effects of either experimental variable on the ability to finish the assigned

, tasks, although the condition with no source of elaborations appears to be slightly worse.

• ,(In the first run of the experiment, performance ranged from 75% to 93%. The

Elaborated manual in the After instructions condition produced significantly better

performance than the other three conditions: however, when study time was allowed to

. deviate up or down from the enforced 45 minutes. all conditions had performance of

*" about 80%.) We take this relatively high level of performance as evidence that even our

minimal' (unelaborated) manual adequately explained the concepts and procedures so

that all subjects could perform the tasks competently. at least when no time restrictions

were imposed on task completion.

There were significant effects of elaborations on the quality of the performance by

"' such measures as the time taken on the tasks and the number of commands issued.

The second and third rows of Table I present these data. Subjects were significantly

- faster to perform the tasks if they had read the elaborated manual (31 minutes versus

*, 38 minutes). F(1.72)=5.6. MSe=161. p<.01. Subjects in the Elaborated-After condition

issued significantly fewer commands than subjects in the other three conditions.

(72) =3.5. Se=5.9. p<.01.

The time and steps measures just reported include data from tasks which subjects

failed to successfully complete (i.e.. they received no credit or partial credit for their

." work on the task). The scores for the incomplete tasks might skew these measures: the

scores could be artificially high if subjects persist in working on a task without success

" or artificially low if they give up immediately when they don t think they can do it.

-. Therefore. the number of commands a given subject issued for a comp/eted task was

compared with the minimum number required for that task. The ratio of actual steps to

* minimum required are given in row 4 of Table 1 We call this measure efficiency.

... . *-,.Q *., '2. I
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There was a significant interaction of the extent of elaboration with whether subjects

had prior knowledge of the task on efficiency. F(1 .72)=6.82. MSe = 1.6 , P<.05.

Performance in the Elaborated-After condition was superior to the other three conditions.

((72)=2.2. Se=.24. p<.05). The unelaborated manual produced somewhat better

performance than the elaborated manual when subjects had prior knowledge of the

* required tasks (the Before conditions): however, the interaction is due primarily to the

worst condition (Unelaborated-After), where subjects read the unelaborated manual without

prior knowledge of the tasks. No contrast involving the Elaborated-Before condition by

itself was significant.

Discussion

In the introduction we noted that both the Total Time Law and the phenomenon of

*. retrieval interference would predict that author-provided elaborations should hurt the

acquisition and retrieval of central ideas from a text. Since the findings that such

elaborations hurt performance were based exclusively on declarative knowledge tests

(recall or recognition). we hypothesized that in a skill learning domain, studying

elaborations would help a learner decide which procedure to apply to solve a given

problem and how to apply general rules in specific situations.

It would be useful at this point to summarize our findinqs. All conditions managed

to complete roughly the same proportion of the tasks: however. subjects who studied the

. elaborated manual worked more efficiently than subjects who studied the unelaborated

manual in terms of both the time they spent on task and the number of commands they

issued. Subjects consistently performed poorly in the Unelaborated-After condition. where

no extra source of elaborations was available. This result is in sharp contrast to the

results of, for example. Reder and Anderson (1980' 1982) where subjects always

performed at least as well with the unelaborated version of a text So there is support
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* for the hypothesis that. unlike in the domain of declarative fact learning, studying

5- elaborations in a text does help people perform a skill.

One area of past research reviewed earlier did find that elaborations improve memory

'4 for main points: recall is better when people can use prior knowledge about a topic to

generate their own elaborations while they read. Here. too, we found some evidence

that having a specific task or problem in mind while reading a manual helps people

*apply what they are reading to those tasks. However, our results suggest that when

people already know what tasks they must perform. they benefit very little from seeing

examples and other elaborations in the text. The reader can process the manual

-selectively and generate his or her own task-specific elaborations. The elaborations in

* the manual are less relevant (to the specific tasks) and appear to distract the reader

from this critical process. While. subjects who did not have the tasks in mind as they

read were much better off with the elaborated version of the manual, subjects who knew

about the tasks in advance performed just as well with the shorter, unelaborated version

of the manual. This suggests that one source of elaborations is sufficient, i.e.,

performance is not better with multiple sources of elaborations.

It is interesting to speculate about why performance in the Elaborated-After condition

was often significantly better than the other three conditions. In particular. why didn't

having both sources of elaborations available in the Elaborated -Before condition boost

performance above that of either source alone? We suspect that. in part. it is

unnecessary to have two sources of elaborations and in part. having both sources

available makes it more difficult to exploit either one. It was too demanding in the

Elaborated-Before condition to process the author-provided elaborations. keep in mind the

task requirements and generate task specific elaborations. The reading time data in the

replication provides some evidence for this interpretation. 600,6 of the subjects in the
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Elaborated-Before condition studied the manual for over 50 minutes. while only 300/ of

those in the Elaborated-After condition did so. However, having more time to study the

* manual in the replication did not improve the relative performance of this condition.

How does performance in the Elaborated-After condition compare to that in the

* Unelaborated-Bef ore condition? Although the cell means for the Elaborated-After

* condition are better on all measures. the differences in most cases are not very large

and do not differ reliably from the Unelaborated-Before measures. (Typically, the

Elaborated-After condition was significantly better than the other three conditions

combined.) To the extent that the Elaborated-After condition can be singled out as

superior to the other conditions that provided some source of elaboration, we would like

* to conclude that author-provided elaborations are superior to the ones that the reader

can generate independently. We believe. however, that such a conclusion would be

premature.

We hypothesized at the outset that author-provided elaborations would help in a skill-

learning situation because. unlike simple declarative learning situations. good performance

- requires judging the appropriateness of the stored information to the task context and

*generalizing contexts of application (for a rule) to novel situations. 4Given that we have

found that author-provided elaborations do help in a skill-learning situation. it becomes

* interesting to determine whether the advantage of elaborations is related to identifying

- contexts of application, as hypothesized. or due to some other aspect of a skill learning

situation that is not shared by the standard declarative tests.

We have implied that the skill-learning tests tap "understanding" in a way that the

declarative tests of prior research do not. On the other hand. the difference between

the two learning situations is not simply that one requires a deeper understanding or
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*greater ability to recognize contexts of application. For example, acquiring the skill of

using a computer requires that subjects learn the exact syntax of commands that will be

*needed to perform a task. Many other skills, too, involve abstract rules for manipulating

* symbols. e.g., mathematics and writing. Learners must not only remember an abstract

rule. but also produce a specific instantiation of the rule that is appropriate for the task

- at hand.5

Given that subjects who did not have advance knowledge of the tasks performed so

much more efficiently after reading author-provided elaborations, we wondered whether

* the benefit of the elaborations was for choosing the most efficient applications of

*commands or for learning to implement the command syntax. For example, a number

of elaborations in the manual gave advice about when to use short-cuts (such as

* wildcard characters) in commands. If these elaborations helped subjects remember to

use the shortcuts at appropriate times. then these su~bjects should have been able to

complete the tasks with fewer commands. On the other hand, the manual also

contained many examples of syntactically correct commands and detailed explanations of

what the notation meant. If these elaborations helped subjects formulate correct

* commands, then the greater overall efficiency would be due not to the efficiency of the

* solution. but rather the subjects' ability to carry it out.

One source of information on this question is the on-line record of the subjects'

*interactions with the computer. We analyzed twenty on-line protocols from the

Elaborated-After and U nelaborated -After conditions. 10 for each version of the manual.

The commands that the subjects issued were categorized into five types:6

* Productive moves: syntactically correct commands that carry out a "target
action" or that enable one.

*Verification moves: commands that check whether a previous command had
the desired effect.
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" Execution errors: commands that contain one or more syntactic errors.

* Goal specification errors: wrong command issued or failure to perform a
prerequisite action. (Subject may have some misconception about current
state of the computer or the capabilities of a command.)

* Recovery moves: commands to gain information after an error or to undo its
effects.

Table 2 displays the distribution of commands that fall into each of these five

*categories for each subject as a function of type of manual studied. If the elaborations

had helped subjects generate more efficient solution strategies. then we would have

expected subjects in the Elaborated group to need fewer productive moves. However.

* while the Elaborated group did issue slightly fewer productive moves, the differences for

*both the Productive moves and the Verification moves are negligible. On the other

hand. subjects who read elaborated manuals issued less than half as many commands

* that were syntactically incorrect, and this difference was significant. K~18)=2.6, MWe=4.1.

* p< .05. Further they made half as many goal specification errors and took only half as

many moves to recover from an error. The latter contrast was also reliable. 4~18)= 2.3.

MS6 = 4.1. p< .05. So subjects who studied the elaborated manual not only got the

* syntax correct more often, they were also better at knowing what commands to generate

* and at fixing commands that were wrong.

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

The results of the protocol analysis suggest that the benefits of elaborations may be

due to the syntactic elaborations. i.e.. that specify how to perform a procedure. The

* next experiment separated the syntactic elaborations from the general conceptual

elaborations, varying the presence of the two types orthogonally. Conceptual elaborations

* . . . * *. . * * - -- *. .. * *-.- .- - W6-
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* should be important in a skill task if the facilitating effect of elaborations for skill

* acquisition results from a need to determine the appropriateness of the stored

-information to the task constraints. On the other hand. if elaborations help in a skill

* situation because of the difficulty in learning how to generate syntactically correct

commands. then only the syntactic elaborations or examples will facilitate performance

EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 1 used manuals that either elaborated both concepts and syntax or

*elaborated neither. For this experiment, we created two additional versions of the

* manuals so that we could orthogonally vary the elaboration for concepts and command

* syntax.

In addition to determining whether both syntactic and conceptual information

* benefitted equally from elaborations. we also wondered whether benefit from different

types of elaborations varied as a function of experience. Specifically. would computer-

* experienced users benefit from the same types of elaborations as computer-novices when

-learning to use a new operating system? We expected these two groups to have

almost complementary needs. Experienced users already understand the general

concepts behind computer systems. They need to know how those concepts are

instantiated in the new system and might be distracted and bored by elaborations on

concepts they already understand and by long expositions on how the commands work.

Conversely, novices lack a clear conception of what a computer operating system can

do. They might benefit from a longer discussion of these new concepts. Both

* experienced users and novices, on the other hand. might benefit from seeing concrete

-examples of the command syntax. Although experienced users may be better able to

parse the standard abstract syntax specifications found in most computer manuals. they

too should prefer more informative specifications and instances from which to generalize

the rule.
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Method

Design

The experiment used a 2x2x2 between -s ubjects factorial design: computer experience

* (experienced vs. novice computer users). conceptual elaborations (present or absent from

the manual), and elaborations of command syntax (present or absent from the manual).

Subjects were screened for prior computer experience and. if appropriate, were assigned

* to one of the experience groups. Within each experience group. subjects were randomly

assigned to one of the four manual conditions.

Subjects

Seventy-two subjects were each paid $6 for participating. The 40 novices were

students or staff members from C-MU. University of Pittsburgh or Allegheny Community

College who had tak~en at most one programming course arnd claimed some familiarity

with an interactive computer operating system. though not one running UNIX. VMS or

DOS. rhe 40 experienced subjects were graduate students. faculty or staff from C-MU

or Pitt who knew at least two programming languages and were familiar with either the

*UNIX or VMS operating systems. both of which support subdirectories The experienced

* subjects also had experience using micro-computers. though not the IBM-PC.

Materials

The elaborations in the manuals varied along two dimensions. A manual was

"Concept Rich" if it contained elaborations on the purpose of the commands and when

it was a good idea to use them. Concept-Rich manuals also contained elaborations on

basic topics such as disk drives, subdirectories and paths. All of these elaborations

were omitted from the "Concept Poor" versions. A manual was "Syntax Rlich" if it
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contained elaborations on how to issue a command. such as examples of correct

commands and descriptively rich format statements. These elaborations were omitted from

-*the "Syntax Poor" version. These variables were combined factorially to create four

versions of the manuals .7 The Syntax-Rich elaborations are illustrated in Appendix 3 and

the Concept-Rich elaborations in Appendix 4.

Procedure

The procedure for this study was very similar to that of Experiment 1, except that no

subjects were given advance information about the tasks before reading the manual.

* Subjects read their assigned manual at their own pace (for a maximum of one hour).

Subjects were told that since the manual would not be available while they performed

the task, they should review the important points of thle manual as often as time

permitted. After the reading period was over, the manuals were removed and subjects

were asked to perform six tasks on the computer to the best of their ability. Sinc-. th.23

experienced computer-users might give "ceiling" performance on tasks that novices find

challenging. and that novices might give "floor" performance on tasks that experienced

subjects find challenging, half the tasks were designed to be relatively easy while the

other tasks were designed to be relatively difficult. The instructions for the six tasks

were as follows:

Task 1. Before you. in drive A. is a diskette containing a number of files.
Some of these files have the word "PART" in their names. such as file
"PART.1". We want you to change the names of these files. The new name
that you should give each file appears on the first line of that file. So. to find
the new name. you must inspect the contents of each file that now has
"PART" in its name and then give the file the name that you find on the first
line of that file.

Task 2. Next. you should create two directories on this diskette. One
directory is to be named PROGRAMS and the other named DATA. Move all
the files that have the word "Program" in their names into the PROGRAMS
directory. And. similarly. move the "Data" files in~to the DATA directory. You
do not want any Program or Data files to remain in the root directory of the
diskette in drive A.
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Task 3. The diskette in drive B contains a subdirectory named "NEW.' We
would like you to move all of the files in this subdirectory to the root directory
of the diskette in drive A. You do not want any files to remain in the directory
on drive B.

Task 4 The root directory on the diskette in drive A contains three files with
.DCR extensions and three files with .PRG extensions. Each .DCR file matches
one of the .PRG files in its stem name. That is. the SORT.DCR file
corresponds to the SORT.PRG file. and so on. We would like you to create
three new files by appending each .PRG file to the end of the corresponding
.DCR file. The new files should all have the extension .CEE. So. for example
you will create a file called SORT.CEE which would contain the contents of
SORT.DCR followed by the contents of SORT.PRG. You should only need to
issue one command to accomplish this task.

Task 5 The root directory on the diskette in drive A contains a directory
called EXP83. EXP83 contains another directory called SUBJ.FLS. We want
you to create a file called EXP83.LST in the EXP83 directory. The contents of
this file. EXP83.LST. should be a list of the names of the files in the
SUBJ.FLS directory.

Task 6 We want you to eliminate the directory named SOURCE and
everything it contains from the root directory of the diskette in drive A.

Tasks 1, 2 and 3 were considered relatively easy, Task 4 required subjects to

compose a complex command with wildcards. Task 5 required using a variant of the

COPY command to create a pipe from the keyboard to a file. Task 6 required

sophisticated path specifications in commands to operate on deeply embedded files and

subdirectories.

Results

The scoring procedure was the same as that used for Experiment 1 The results

described below reflect the scores of 72 subjects. ten novice subjects and 8 experienced

subjects in each of the four manual conditions. Experienced subjects took less time to

read the manual than novices (42 min. vs. 55 min.). F(1.64)=27.0. MSe=113. P<.01.

and manuals that contained conceptual elaborations were read more slowly than those

. that did not (51 min. vs. 46 min.). F(1.64)=4.0. MSe=113. p<.05.
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- The classification of tasks as easier and more difficult was validated by the

significantly better performance for easier tasks than for the more difficult ones.

Subjects completed 80%/ of the easy tasks, compared to only 640/ of the hard tasks.

* F(1,64)=27.0. MS6 = 03. P<.01. This advantage for the easier tasks was also found for

the other performance measures.

INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE

Table 3 presents the mean percentage of tasks successfully completed as a function

of task difficulty, experience and types of elaboration. As in Experiment 1. there were

no significant differences in ability to complete the task as a function of type of

*elaboration. This supports the idea that even our "minimal manuals" were adequate for

learning to perform the tasks. This "null" result is not caused by "noisy" data or

-'insensitive measures. The measures were sensitive enough to reveal significant

* differences in completion due to difficulty of task (as reported earlier). and differences in

successful performance as a function of prior experience. F~1.64)= 24.25. MS6 = .08.

p< .01. There is a suggestion that conceptual elaborations interfered for novices. but

,j4* this effect was not reliable.

Although there were main effects of experience on all measures of performance.

experience did not interact with manipulations of manual content.8 Similarly. the variable

- of task difficulty produced significant results, but did not interact with any of the

variables of interest. Therefore, we have collapsed over experience and task difficulty in

our description of the remaining results. Table 4 presents results from Experiment 2

using the same measures as those presented in Table I for Experiment 1. The data

are presented as a function of whether or not the manual contained concept

elaborations and whether or not it contained syntax eiaborations.
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INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE

The same pattern emerges in all these measures: facilitation when syntax

* elaborations are present, but no effect from conceptual elaborations. Subjects who saw

the syntax elaborations were marginally faster than those who did not, F(1.64)=2.84.

MSe=319, P<.10. Subjects issued significantly fewer commands when the manual

contained syntactic elaborations, F(1.64)=5.7, MSe=1005, p<.05. As in the first

experiment, we computed the mean number of commands for a completed task as a

proportion of the minimum number required, There is a significant effect of syntactic

elaborations F(1.56)=6.69. MSe=4. p<.05. but no effect of conceptual elaborations.9

GENERAL DISCUSSION
In both Experiments 1 and 2. elaborations improved the quality of skill performance.

In Experiment 1. performance was least efficient when the manual did not contain any

elaborations and the subjects did not know in advance what tasks they would be asked

- to perform. In Experiment 2. performance was again least efficient when the manual

*. contained no elaborations. This was true regardless of prior computer experience and

regardless of the difficulty of the required tasks.

Two versions of the manuals used in Experiment 2 were essentially identical to those

used in Experiment 1. The version without any type of elaboration contained few

changes from the original. unelaborated version. Similarly, the manual that contained

both syntax and the concept elaborations was essentially the same as the elaborated

manual in Experiment 1. By creating two new versions. one with only syntax

elaborations. and one with only concept elaborations. we were able to determine whether
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both types of elaborations contributed equally to the new result that author-provided

elaborations help in a skill-learning situation. We found that only the syntactic

elaborations systematically improved performance.

We began this paper by suggesting that elaborations might help in a skill acquisition

situation even though they do not seem to facilitate performance in a declarative

*knowledge test. The reason, we argued. was that conceptual elaborations might help

* subjects figure out which procedure to use in a novel situation. We also expected

syntactic elaborations and examples to help subjects figure out how to issue specific

*commands to the computer. The data support the idea that syntactic elaborations help

people figure out exactly how to implement a procedure. The useful elaborations were

- those that explained the syntactic notation and illustrated how syntactically correct

* commands should look: without these elaborations, subjects had to rely exclusively on

abstract syntactic rules.

Despite the failure to show facilitation from concept elaborations. it seems that the

*benefit of elaborations goes beyond getting the syntax right in issuing commands. The

pattern of errors and specific use of commands from the analysis of the on-line

* protocols in Experiment 1 suggests that subjects got more out of the text generally when

the documentation was elaborated (see Table 2).

An important question that remains is why the syntax examples helped performance

to the exclusion of the concept elaborations. Perhaps the syntax examples more closely

matched what the subject needed to do. The concept elaborations were not written with

any specific task in mind. Although the elaborations on command syntax were also not

written with a particular task in mind, many of the commands described in the manual

were tested by the tasks. Conceivably, if the mapping between the concept examples
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and the task requirements were as close as the map between the syntax examples and

the task requirements, performance would also benefit from the conceptual elaborations.

* Consistent with this view, Ross (1984) has shown that performance in a new skill

domain is influenced by prior examples when the3e examples match on superficial

features. It appears that *remindings" to prior examples depend more on the closeness

of superficial features of the example than the appropriateness of the example. PIroUi

- and Anderson (in press) report a study on learning LISP which indicates that it is not

- the example per se that helps performance, but whether the example is used to illustrate

* how to do the task rather than simply clarifying what happens when a procedure is

used.

* The Procedural/Declarative Knowledge Distinction Revisited

Given the result that only syntactic elaborations facilitated performance. the question

* naturally arises as to whether elaborations have a different status for learning a skill than

for learning facts or whether syntactic elaborations help performance, regardless of the

* nature of the task, while other types do not. In order to answer this question, we

* conducted a replication of Experiment 2. substituting a declarative knowledge test for the

* skill learning test.

The declarative knowledge test consisted of 24 true-false questions such as The

- RMDIR command can be used to delete any dire ctory. including the root directory [False],

* and When typing the location information for the parameters in your commands, do not

leave spaces between the dnive and path specifications (Truelj The questions were written

with the intention that they not require subjects to recognize contexts of application of a

fact. but rather depend on the subject's ability to retrieve Studied facts from memory.

* In order to reduce the possibility that prior knowledge would affect performance on this
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test, given that it only required a binary decision. we pre-tested the questions with

subjects who had not read the manuals. We asked 43 people to answer the true-false

questions and discarded any question whose accuracy was below 25 or above 75

percent correct.

In the experiment. 32 subjects were run in groups of 10 to 12, and were randomly

assigned to one of the four instructional conditions. All subjects were inexperienced

computer users who had taken at most one programming course. They were allowed to

read the manual at their own pace for up to one hour. After they finished studying the

manual. they were given the true-false test on a sheet of paper. They were given

unlimited time to complete the test, but most finished in about 10 minutes. The entire

experiment lasted about 75 minutes (with subjects averaging about 50 minutes to read

the document and the rest of the time spent on instructions and administrative material).

The results of the true-false test are presented in Table 5 as a function of the

extent of syntactic and conceptual elaboration. The differences among conditions are

quite small and there are no main effects or interactions. It seems that the

documentation does not produce the same effect when the test taps declarative rather

than procedural knowledge. That is. subjects who studied manuals containing syntactic

elaborations did not out-perform subjects in the other conditions. On the other hand.

the results do not show the same pattern as that found by Reder and Anderson when

they looked at fact learning as a function of extent of elaboration. That is. subjects

who saw the ynelaborated manual did not perform better than subjects who read the

longer, elaborated manuals.

INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE
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A reasonable conclusion from this pattern of results is that the advantage of

elaborations found in Experiments 1 and 2 was not due to the performance measure per

se. That is. the conjecture made earlier that elaborations help procedural knowledge but

not declarative knowledge has not received much support. A more likely conclusion is

that the benefit or liability of elaborations is a function of their quality and relevance to

the main points that they support.

In summary, this research shows that the findings of Reder and Anderson (1980.

* 1982) do not extend to the domain of skill acquisition: however, the advantage of

* elaborations seems to be restricted to providing the reader with explanations and

concrete illustrations of how the skill is performed. At this time there is little evidence

that other types of author-provided elaborations are beneficial to skill learning. On the

* other hand. this conclusion may be affected by the nature of the commands being

taught and the tasks being tested. 10 Appropriate command use requires that the user

know when to use the command and how to use the command. The latter requirement

* was facilitated by syntactic elaborations while the conceptual elaborations did not help

the former. It may have been that the applicability issues were trivial in this task and

could not benefit from conceptual elaborations. Alternatively, if the syntax of the

* commands were more familiar, the syntactic elaborations may not have been as

facilitating.
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APPENDIX 1

The Commands Taught in the User's Manual

COMMAND FUNCTION

DIR List the files in a directory

MKDIR Create (or "make") a subdirectory

CHOIR Change default directory assignment

RMDIR Eliminate (or "removeo) a subdirectory

TYPE Display the contents of a file

RENAME Change the name of a file

COPY Create a duplicate copy of a file
Combine or append files together
Transer data between system devices

ERASE Eliminate a file

^-Numlock Freeze the screen

'-Break Abort the current command

d: Change the default drive assignment

A % .7
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APPENDIX 2

Samples of four tyoes of elaboration

from the manual used in Experiment 1

Meta-statement

ELABORATED UNELABORATED

Since the computer has two disk drives Since the computer has two disk
which can each contain a diskette, you drives which can each contain a
must specify whether the file you want diskette, you must specify
is in drive A or drive B when you whether the file you want is in drive
give the computer a command. If your A or drive B when you give the
command doesn't specify which drive computer a command. If your
contains the file. the computer command doesn't specify which
automatically assumes that it can find drive contains the file. the
the file in the "default" drive. The computer automatically assumes
next section explains what the "default that it can find the file in
drive" is. and how to tell the computer the "default" drive.
to look on a different drive if
necessary.

Definition

ELABORATED UNELABORATED

The B: ("B-colon") in the command The B: in the command stands for
stands for the right-hand disk drive, the right hand disk drive. From
The colon signals the computer that now on. the B> prompt appears on
the letter or word preceding it is a the screen and the computer will
"device" rather than the name of a automatically look for files on
command or tile. Devices are pieces drive B
of computer hardware. such as disk
drives, a printer or even the keyboard.
After you enter the command, the B>

* prompt will appear on the screen.
From now on the computer will
automatically look for files on drive B.

- o, ., , ' ,-- ., , . ,.. ..... .,"J'-'_'.*.1 .,.,.,.' '.,.'.. '.•,.', . , . , . ' ' ,.,, '.,.-;':';'.- -*. ..-._t".S " """ " "'. . ' "", """" . ""-- '""""""""""""""" ... - "'"" '.-:. ",,"""' " " ""
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(Appendix 2. continued)

Analogy

ELABORATED UNELABORATED

When you give the computer a command When you give the computer a
concerning a file, such as TYPE. ERASE command concerning a file, such as

* or COPY, the computer looks for the TYPE. ERASE or COPY the compditer
*file on a odiskette.* A diskette, also looks for the file on a "diskette.'-

known as a "floppy disk." is similar To use a diskette. you insert it into
to a small, flexible phonograph record one of the two "disk drives" on the

*record. except that instead of storing front of the computer cabinet.
sounds, it contains information which The drive on the left is called
the computer can read. add to or delete. drive A. and the one on the right
All the files you create on the computer is drive B.
are stored on diskettes. So. in order
to work on your files, you must insert
the diskette that contains them into
the computer. You insert a diskette
into one of the two "disk drives" on
the front of the computer cabinet. The
drive on the left is called drive A.
and the one on the right is drive B.
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(Appendix 2. continued)

Example

The elaborated and unelaborated versions
are for the most part identical except for

the addition of the example (italicized here)

* Using COPY to Combine Files

You can use COPY to combine files, appending a copy of one file to the end of another
file.

FORMAT

The format of the command is:

COPY [Loc & name first file+next file+... [Loc & name combined file)

[Loc & name first file+next file.. . refers to a list of the files you want to "add" together.
The names of the files are typed with plus (+) signs between them. You need to specify
location information for each filename in the list in the usual way, with drive and path
specifications. When several filenames are listed in this manner, the COPY command
results in a new file in which the contents of the first file on the list appear first, followed
by the contents of the second file. then the contents of the third file and so on. So be
sure that the files in the list appear in the order in which you want them combined.

[Combined filel refers to the new file that will contain the combined files: what you want to
call this file, and where in the directory structure you want it to go. Specify the location
in terms of a drive and a path to a dire,,tory as usual. Type the name you would like to
give the file at the end of the path.

For example. suppose you write a report in sections. with each section in a separate file.
You want to format and print the report as one file. so you combine the sections into one
file. The following command takes three files. INTRO MSS. BODY.MSS. and CONCL.MSS and
combines them into a new file called REPORT-

A> COPY B.INTRO MSS + B.BODY MSS + B CONCL MSS REPORT <ENTER>

The combined file, REPORT will consist of the introduction the body and the conclusion

. .. . . .
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Appendix 3

Excerpt of manual from Experiment 2
illustrating RICH SYNTAX Elaborations

CHANGING THE CURRENT DIRECTORY -. CHDI;I

The CHDIR command allows you to designate a directory as the "current" directory for a
drive, so that the computer will automatically look there for files or subdirectories
mentioned in your commands. You can designate a current directory for each disk d.rive
independently.

FORMAT

CHDIR [oc and name of new current directory]

You can use the abbreviation CD in the command instead of typing CHDIR.

[Location of new current directory] refers to the path to the directory you want to
designate as the new current directory. The last directory name on the list should be the
name of the directory you want to designate.

For example, the command below designates a subdirectory called PASCAL as the new
current directory in drive B:

A> CHDIR B:\PROGRAMS\PASCAL <ENTER>

The first symbol in the path is a backslash (\). This means that the path to the new
current directory starts with the root directory of the diskette in drive B. The path indicates
that the root directory contains a subdirectory called PROGRAMS. and that PROGRAMS

. contains PASCAL. the directory you want to designate as the "new" current directory. As
usual. the amount of location information you need to provide depends, on which directory
was last designated as the current directory for the drive.

To change the current directory back to the root directory. give a command like the
following:

A> CHDIR B:\ <ENTER>

The backslash (\) in the commands above symbolize the root directory. So the command
above changes the current directory for drive B to the root directory.

If you forget which directory is the current directory, the computer can remind you. Enter
a CHDIR command without specifying a location. The computer will display the path from
the root directory to the current directory or a backslash if you are still in the root
directory.

* '.**. . .• 1 ..***.. ~~-
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Appendix 4

Excerpt of manual from Experiment 2
illustrating RICH CONCEPT Elaborations

CHANGING THE CURRENT DIRECTORY -- CHOIR

The CHDIR command (short for "change directory") allows you to designate a directory as
the "current" directory for a drive so that the computer will automatically look there for
files or subdirectories mentioned in your commands. You can designate a current directory
for each disk drive independently. Changing the current directory on the diskette in drive
A does not affect the current directory on drive B.

The root directory is automatically designated as the current directory for each drive when
you first start up the computer. It is useful to designate a subdirectory as the current
directory when you will be working primarily on the files in that subdirectory. Then you
won't have to specify the path to the subdirectory in each command you issue.

FORMAT

The format of the command is:

CHOIR [[d:1pathl

You can use the abbreviation CD in the command instead of typing CHOIR.

If you designate a subdirectory as the new current directory, the computer will carry Out all
the subsequent commands within that directory, unless you specify a path to another
directory. To change the current directory back to the root directory, use a backslash as
the path.

If you forget which directory is the current directory. the computer can remind you. Enter a

CHOIR command without specifying a location. The computer will display the path from
the root directory to the current directory, or "'. if you are still in the root directory.

. . .. ,. ' . . •.. . . ... .... . . .- . . .
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Notes

'Doolino & Cristiaansen (1977). for example, explored to what extent the false alarms

were due simply to response bias as opposed to differential encoding. Although part of

the effects are due to response bias, part of the result is clearly due to encoding

differences.

2GIover and his colleagues (Phifer. McNickle. Ronning & Glover. 1983) found that the

summaries produced worse performance than the elaborated texts if subjects were given

a small. fixed amount of time per sentence. The sentence presentation rate for a

* subject was the average rate at which he or she read sentences from a novel. Under

these circumstances, the subjects could not comprehend the summaries and their

performance suffered. As described above. Reder and Anderson (1982) also equated

reading time per sentence, but used a much slower presentation rate; under these

conditions, performance was much better without elaborations.

3Essay exams do not fall into the category of declarative tests as we are defining

them, Writing an essay clearly calls for a deep understanding of a body of information

and for selecting appropriate items from among the relevant facts.

4 We wish to distinguish here between the type of skill required to use an IBM-PC.

and the type of skill required to follow a set of instructions for assembling a device or a

piece of machinery. The latter does not require recognizing contexts of application.

5The syntax in DOS is fairly intransigent. While there has been some attempt recently

to develop operating systems and programming languages that tolerate misspellings.

substitution of synonyms. variable order of arguments, etc. (eg.. Barnard et al. 1981),

learning to use highly rigid syntactic rules is still an extremely common requirement.
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6A second independent judge coded a random sample of the protocols. The

agreement between the two judges was quite high (r=.90); any disagreements were

resolved to mutual satisfaction.

7The word counts in the four versions were as follows: both Concept-Rich and

Syntax-Rich elaborations, 10.686 words: only Concept-Rich elaborations, 8,366 words; only

Syntax-Rich elaborations, 5.699 words; No elaborations. 3.428 words.

8 1t is unlikely that the lack of an interesting result due to expertise is due to our

novices having had some computer experience. We found that novices who had no

background whatsoever could not even begin to perform the tasks of the experiment

causing a "floor effect" among the conditions. We selected subjects for the novice

• condition that we felt were as inexperienced as possible to participate in the experiment.

9The degrees of freedom differ for the completed tasks measures because some

subjects did not successfully complete any tasks.

10 We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for making this point.
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Table 1

Performance on Task as a Function of When Task Instructions
Were Given and Type of Manual Studied, Experiment 1.

BEFORE AFTER

Elaborated Unelaborated Elaborated Unelaborated
Manual Manual Manual Manual

* Proportion of
Tasks Correctly .80 .80 .85 .76
Completed

Mean Time on
*Task in Minutes 33.5 36.1 29.'4 0.2

(all tasks)

Mean Number of
Commands Issued 95.8 94.2 76.8 101.8

* (all tasks)

* Proportion at
Commands Issued
Per Minimum Step 2.88 2.34 2.29 3.23
Required
(completed tasks only)
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Table 2

Mean Steps Per Subject for Five Kinds of Actions as a Function of
Version of Manual.

Elaborated Manual Unelaborated Manual.

Productive Moves 27.7 steps 33.7 steps

Verification Moves 11.0 12.3

Execution Errors 9.5 20.2
4"

- Goal Specif. Errors 7.3 13.5

* Recovery Moves 11.3 20.8

i.

-4

-

* 4 * 4'*
o

*
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Table 3

Percentage of Tasks Successfully Completed as a Function of
Experience, Task Difficulty, and Type of Elaborations, Experiment 2.

SYNTAX RICH SYNTAX POOR

Concept Concept Concept Concept
Rich Poor Rich Poor

EASY TASKS

Novices .64 .T3 .61 .T1

Experienced .95 1.00 .95 .91
Users

HARD TASKS

Novices .AT .58 .41 .41

Experienced .89 .87 .90 .72
Users

MEAN

Novices .55 .65 .54 .61

Experienced .91 .95 .92 .84
Users

-. .... -j -. •......... .. .... .. .. .. -... .. . ". .. .. .. '..'.'..'.'.... '.. '. - .. ..
. .- ,~d. -- k JW -vmkn mumm mm Irn m i ...* .... J-
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Table 4

Performance on Task as a Function of Type of
Elaboration-Availability in the Manual.

SYNTAX RICH SYNTAX POOR

Concept Concept Concept Concept
Rich Poor Rich Poor

Mean Time on
Task in Minutes 37.4 37.7 43.5 45.9
(all tasks)

Mean Number of
Commands Issued 71.7 73.7 88.7 92.4
(all tasks)

.- Proportion of
Commands Issued
Per Minimum Step 3.5 3.5 4.5 5.3
Required (completed
tasks only).4'

%.

4%

%"

-A

A-..

. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .
%b... .. % A

,,**.****...*& .. *.**...... - * * *
*A* ab'4*.'
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Table 5

Mean Percent Correct on True/False Questions that Tested Materials
Used in Experiment 2.

Concept Concept
Rich Poor

SYNTAX RICH .68 .63

SYNTAX POOR .65 .61
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